
1. Start and finish line to be at the top of Ray Lane, route progresses clockwise. 

 

2. Junior route marked on plan in green/yellow. Adult marked in red with blue lines denoting 

where adult route meets itself on return. 

 

3. Runners from both junior and adult set off down Ray Lane, pass Marven's yard and the 

house on right to hedge gaps on right with large trees. 

 

4. Enter field gap and stay to left hand field edge running alongside Ray Lane. 

 

5. At field corner adults continue straight. Juniors turn right and follow field edge to track 

heading towards B1352 (Ramsey) where they follow field edge to the field behind Marvan's 

yard, join Ray Lane and continue to finish. 

 

6. Adults continue on left hand field edge to follow Ray Lane until field corner with Water 

treatment road. 

 

7. Race crosses road and onto Ray Lane through gates before sharp right up steep field, left 

hand field edge. 

 

8. At field corner turn right down hill, left hand field edge. 

 

9. At hedge gap turn right onto Ray Lane then sharp left through hedge gap. 

 

10. Follow left hand field edge all the way back to water treatment road (though hedge gap). 

 

11. turn left on road, keep left. 

 

12. Turn left into field entrance, follow left hand field edge to long grass and foot bridge 

 

13. Cross foot bridge. 

 

14. Follow left hand field edge back to water treatment road. 

 

15. turn right on water treatment road, keep left. 

 

16.Enter right into field, through gap. 

 

17. Continue on right hand field edge to Ray Lane 

 

18. Hair pin left turn to double back to field corner then turn right. 

 

19.follow left hand field edge to Ray Lane 

 

20. Turn left onto Ray Lane. 

 

21. turn left after hedge onto field, left hand field edge - continue to  follow field edge to 

track heading towards B1352 (Ramsey) 

 

22. Along track to field corner, turn right. 



 

23. After hedge row on right, turn right along right hand field edge. 

 

24. After hedge row on left turn left along left hand field edge to Ray Lane. 

 

25. Up Ray Lane hill to finish. 
 


